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Battery with temperature detect
Voltage Supply 3.55V-4.35V
If use eMMC 5.0, mount D.
else, NC D.
Or if use Flash NC D.

If use eMMC 5.0, mount D.
else, NC D.
Or if use Flash NC D.

If use eMMC 5.0, mount D.
else, NC D.
Or if use Flash NC D.

If use eMMC 5.0, mount D.
else, NC D.
Or if use Flash NC D.

If use eMMC 5.0, mount D.
else, NC D.
Or if use Flash NC D.
Connect to GND and close to HP jack.

**Note 1:**
When insert HP, pin4 and pin3 is connected, when pull out HP, pin4 and pin3 is disconnected.

**Note 2:**
When insert HP, pin4 and pin3 is disconnected, when pull out HP, pin4 and pin3 is connected.

Mount R161 100K.
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WIFI+BT

RTL8723CE power supply:
VCC-WIFI+VBAT-EXT=3.5-4.35V
VCC-WIFI-ID=DDDG=3.3V

1.2V Supply Mode Selection:
H_LDO/L_SPS

RTL8723CS power supply:
VCC-WIFI=VBAT-EXT=3.5-4.35V
VCC-WIFI-IO=DLDO4=3.3V